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This is a response to the request of the President for policy recommendations following the National 

Security Council (NSC) meeting, concerning the escalating crisis between Latvia and Russia, due to 

Russian advances on the Latvian border. This memorandum represents the position of the Director 

of the CIA. 

1. Principal Objectives of the CIA  

1.1. The first principle object of the CIA is to prevent an escalation of the current crisis. All policy 

recommendations must aim to de-escalate the rising tensions between Latvia and Russia. 

This would involve, evaluating each policy recommendation to ensure that the policy does 

not aggravate the Russians, however, does send a firm signal of support to Latvia.  

1.2. The second objective of the CIA is to increase its intelligence gathering efforts on both 

Latvia and Russia. It is particularly important for the agency to monitor the activities and 

movements of Rodina, to hinder radicalisation and prevent the group from becoming a 

terrorist threat. Acquiring additional intelligence on the situation and the groups involved, 

can facilitate in providing a comprehensive perspective of the issue and assist in creating 

suitable policy recommendations, to ease hostilities safely. 

2. Primary Recommendations from the CIA  

2.1. The CIA recommends that the primary action to de-escalate the tensions between Latvia 

and Russia should be multilateral talks between the affected states. The dialogue should 

take place in a neutral country, such as Switzerland. Switzerland’s neutrality was accepted 

by Russia in 1815, thus the neutral countries affiliation to Russia or Latvia should not 

exacerbate the talks. This will allow negotiations to take place, without the contribution of 

too many voices and will encourage the tensions to remain regional. This is important for 

solving the crisis swiftly and safely.  

2.2. Whilst these talks proceed, the CIA recommends setting up an intelligence centre in Riga. 

This will allow the agency to work closely with the Latvian services to determine the nature 

of Russian involvement. Understanding the intentions of the Russians, through intelligence 

collection, will hinder policy recommendations to be based upon assumptions. The 

intelligence will encourage policies to reflect the intentions of the states involved and deter 

impulsive decisions that may increase hostilities. The danger of policies not being based 

upon reliable evidence, could lead to Russia retaliating and could lead to clashes between 

soldiers, which would counter de-escalation efforts.  



2.3. An office in Riga will assist in infiltrating Rodina, to determine its intentions and future 

activities. Arranging Russian and/ or Latvian speaking agents to enlist to the group, to infer 

information, would provide reliable intelligence to create counter-terrorist strategies to 

combat any threats the group may pose. The geographical location of the office is crucial, it 

will provide a resourceful environment for agents to gather pro-Russian circulating 

propaganda, spread by groups such as Rodina. Intercepting the propaganda will support 

aims of reducing radicalisation and assist in maintaining social order, during strained 

periods. This is a vital task, especially with the rise of ethical tensions between Latvians and 

Latvian-Russians. Fake news and pro-Russian propaganda will exacerbate the social conflicts 

and could lead to a social uprising, if Latvian policies in response to Russian advances, do 

not meet the expectations of the Latvian public.  

2.4. It is also essential to identify active splinter groups that may pose a threat, particularly if 

they are radicalised groups who may resort to terrorism, to attract attention to publicise 

their political message. Due to Rodina already having support base in Russia, the splinter 

groups may also take inspiration from this. This would be particularly dangerous for 

accessing weapons and financial resources.  

2.5. The location of the Riga office would also provide a convenient base for the US intelligence 

services to provide advisory roles to the Latvian military, to assist in strengthening Latvian 

cyber defences against Russian attacks. The creation of a joint intelligence and security 

division would facilitate in increasing Latvian security, to increase preparedness for both 

cyber and terrorist attacks.   

3. Secondary Recommendations from the CIA 

3.1. If the multilateral talks fail to ease tensions between the affected states and the situation 

does   escalate, the CIA will support the President’s decision to enforce economic and 

diplomatic sanctions. 

3.2. If this were to happen, the CIA’s intelligence gathering efforts would be affected, as 

diplomatic sanctions could result in the expulsion of US diplomats in Russia. In the event of 

the US implementing diplomatic sanctions, it is likely that Russia would retaliate and resort 

to evicting US diplomats, from its own country. This could limit incoming intelligence, since 

John Marks notes that CIA agents are frequently disguised as embassy employees or 

diplomats. Therefore, expulsion of diplomats would affect both the US and Russia 

negatively. 

3.3. To ensure the CIA can continue its intelligence gathering efforts, the agency would 

encourage collaboration with European secret services. Russia may not choose to evict all 

foreign diplomats; thus, the CIA can benefit from closer relations with the GCHQ and the 

BND. Joining forces would increase the volume of intelligence and facilitate in creating a 

comprehensive understanding of the crisis, by exposing data that the CIA was previously 

unaware of.  



4. Conclusions 

4.1 The CIA supports the multilateral talks to defuse tensions between Latvia and Russia. To 

ensure the safety of individuals and assist in developing well informed policies, the CIA will 

increase its intelligence gathering efforts in the region. The agency will focus on increasing 

cyber security in collaboration with the Latvian military, intercept pro-Russian groups and 

identify splinter groups. The intelligence will help develop counter-terrorist strategies and 

increase the overall security of the area. 

4.2 Throughout the negotiation period, US citizens in the affected region should be given regular                                

advice on which areas to avoid and how to increase their personal safety. 
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